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Robin Day has long been revered in Britain as the grandmaster of furniture design. Born in 1915 in High Wycombe,
the historic centre for the British furniture industry, he won a scholarship to the Royal College of Art in London in
1934. A tenacious and strong-willed character, Robin first won critical acclaim for his furniture designs in 1948.
Robin’s most famous and celebrated designs emerged when he experimented with polypropylene and created the
first plastic shell chair. The polypropylene chairs, including the Polo range, were inexpensive, durable and stylish,
offering a comfortable and affordable option for the masses.
Robin’s passion was to create furniture that was practical, sturdy and long lasting. The polypropylene chair was
bought in bulk by a range of businesses including schools, airports, hospitals and restaurants due to the chair’s
versatile and hardwearing design. Robin’s chairs can still be seen in commercial and domestic environments
around the world and are proclaimed as true British design classics.
Robin Day is heralded by many as the most influential furniture designer of the 20th century who made an indelible
impression on British design. Robin passed away in late 2010. At Loft we feel that it is our great privilege to have
been able to work with Robin in the last 10 years of his career and to sell timeless designs by a man who became
a legend in his own lifetime. The Robin Day Collection is exclusive to Loft and manufactured entirely in the UK.

“The most important principles of
product design are; functionality,
elegance in form, affordability and
responsible use of material.”
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“I think the first things that are relevant are that things should
function… I would think twice about designing stuff for which there
was no need and which didn’t endure.”
-Robin Day
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Club - 1962

Loft

Few design pieces combine the style and
comfort of the Club Sofa. In 1962, Robin Day
designed the Club Sofa as Britain’s original
‘cube sofa’ and the chair was created as a
modern take on the classic Chesterfield. The
sofa was designed to suit both domestic and
commercial environments and is specifically
designed to offer maximum seat proportions
within a small footprint .
The Club Sofa has always been a favourite with
architects as it perfectly mixes simple design,
elegant appearance, small size and effective
function. Loft reissued the Club range with
Robin Day in 2001. Club is available in various
fabric and leather finishes including Loft’s option
for Customer’s Own Material.

All Robin’s furniture has been
designed to be durable and
hard wearing, and the Club
Sofa is no exception.
The upholstered seats and
expert stitching provide long
lasting durability in terms of
quality of finish and timeless
design. Available with either
a recycled mild steel or hand
polished stainless steel base.

Glamorous Image To Come...

The Club range is available
as armchair, two seat,
three seat, four seat settee,
footstool, bench, coffee table,
and table.

30cm..

70cm

80cm.

80cm...

140cm...

www.loft.co

Club armchair

60cm...

60cm..
Club 2 seat

200cm.
Club 3 seat

Club footstool
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“There is this very vulnerable planet of ours with
finite resources. Architects and designers have,
I think, a fair responsibility for conserving energy
and materials, and making things durable.”
- Robin Day

52cm...
40cm...

48cm...

45cm...
120cm.

www.loft.co

Club bench

108cm...

Club coffee table
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Leo - 1965
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In Robin Day’s classic Leo
range you will find armchairs,
settees and ottomans that
look just as stylish at home as
they do in the office.
Originally designed in 1965,
the Leo collection still stands
the test of time and looks as
fashionable and contemporary
today as it did then. We would
even argue that the design
has improved with age.
The Leo won the ultimate seal
of style approval when it was
featured in early James Bond
films, affirming the Leo’s iconic
status.

Sean Connery and the Leo Armchair in ‘You Only Live Twice’

88cm

38cm

75cm
84cm...
Leo swivel armchair

www.loft.co

56cm
56cm

The Leo chair is the ultimate marriage of style and substance with immaculate Robin Day design and an optional
swivel pedestal for added flexibility.

Leo swivel ottoman
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Leo - 1965

Loft
The versatility of the pieces means they lend
themselves to many environments, from
domestic to commercial.
The reclining angle of the chair adds to its
functionality and comfort, but sacrifices
none of its style.

“Robin Day, perhaps the most
influential British furniture
designer of the 20th Century.”
-The Telegraph

81cm

38cm

75cm...

84cm

132cm...

www.loft.co

Leo armchair

Leo 2 seat

56cm...
Leo ottoman

Design Magazine ran the original advert
for Leo in its July 1965 edition. The Leo
maintains its contemporary appeal in
modern day applications and is an example
of the timeless designs for which Robin is
renowned.

56cm...
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Delphi - 1968

Loft
The opulent mirror veneered Santos
Rosewood finish epitomises Robin’s aim to
create a stylish yet practical option for design
conscious corporate environments.

The Delphi Range was designed by Robin
Day in 1968 with the boardroom and
office environment in mind. The Delphi’s
meeting chair, table and credenza
complement commercial spaces and add
a touch of style to the workplace. The
distinctive chromed steel T bar structure
of the Delphi Range offers stylish support
and structure to the pieces.

Although initially designed for commercial
spaces, the classic and timeless Delphi
range also looks great in domestic
environments like all Robin Day pieces. The
classic meeting table is too large for most
homes but, in consultation with Robin, Loft
has created smaller versions so you can
enjoy the style and functionality of the Delphi
range at home.

The Delphi Range was produced by
Robin Day with the intention of it being a
more executive product in comparison to
the designer’s typical lower cost furniture.

“Robin Day, the ‘grandmaster’ of furniture design”
-Architects Journal
84cm
77cm

70cm

46cm

90 / 100 / 120cm
150 / 200 / 240cm
Delphi table (small / medium / large)

www.loft.co

63cm.

54cm

Delphi meeting chair

105 / 210cm

Delphi credenza (small / large)
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Polo - 1972

Not many chairs can boast the
accolades of being both one of
The Royal Mail’s Design Classics
of the 20th Century and The
Guardian’s Ten Best Product
Designs; but Robin Day’s Polo
chair can.
The original Polo was designed
in 1972 as a general purpose
chair whose polypropylene
seat and steel base could work
both indoors and outdoors and
could be easily stacked. The low
flexible back offers incredible

www.loft.co

Loft

support for long periods of use,
a design aspect that Robin
has described as a “virtual
upholstery feel”. The chair has
maintained its fresh look and is
an aesthetically satisfying,
phenomenally hard wearing and
ergonomically sound furniture
classic.
Robin designed the Polo chair
as the world’s first indoor/
outdoor chair and he saw it
as the most fun piece in his
collection of designs.

This fun element has been
reinforced by the fact that the
Polo range has always been
produced in bright and cheerful
colours.
The Polo chair is perfect for
outdoor use as the distinctive
holes in the Polo’s seat and
back allows wind and rain to
pass through the chair without
causing any damage. The
versatile chair is also ideal for
indoor use in any situation or
space.

“Although many of Robin’s designs are understated in the
extreme, and anonymity was something to which he often
aspired, there was another more upbeat side to his character,
expressed through colour, pattern and sculptural line. It is this
aspect of his personality that is embodied in the graduated rows
of holes piercing the Polo shell, which inject a note of fun and
make it one of his most endearing designs.”
- Lesley Jackson, Robin Day Biographer

70cm

70cm

70cm..

39-53cm
(seat height)

46cm...

55cm...

54cm..
49cm..
Polo 4 leg

64cm...

Polo sled

64cm..

48cm...

52cm.
Polo skid

Polo 5 star
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Johan Dehlin

Loft

Bodil Bergqvist

The Polo chair was relaunched
in 2001 by Loft in partnership
with Robin Day. The Polo is
environmentally conscious, as the
mild steel and polypropylene are
fully recyclable. Loft also offers
the Eco Polo (above) with a clear
lacquered mild steel frame and
uncoloured polypropylene seat
with no added pigment.

www.loft.co

70cm
(seat height)

70cm
(seat height)..

48cm.

49cm.

Polo 4 leg barstool

48cm.

49cm.
Polo skid barstool
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Colours

Polo stadium

Loft

Polo

White

Charcoal
Grey

Black

Light
Blue

Green

Orange

Red

Pink

Yellow

Cappuccino

Loft standard fabric
Loop
LDS18

Bracket
LDS23

Chain
LDS19

Chemistry
LDS35

Affix
LDS32

Serendipity
LDS08

Frame
LDS22

Tag
LDS33

Partner
LDS16

Level
LDS20

Team
LDS21

Linea
LDS37

Unity
LDS38

Pair
LDS31

Bond
LDS34

Collective
LDS39

Mix
LDS17

Hook
LDS29

Compound
LDS25

Co-operate
LDS40

Bridge
LDS26

Wed
LDS34

Seek
LDS27

Huddle
LDS65

Support
LDS55

Regard
LDS54

Summon
LDS45

Order
LDS64

Kinship
LDS56

Pact
LDS53

Gather
LDS46

Relate
LDS44

Guild
LDS63

Engage
LDS57

Comply
LDS52

Integrate
LDS47

Lateral
LDS28

Family
LDS58

Kindness
LDS51

Interfuse
LDS48

Alike
LDS62

Group
LDS59

League
LDS50

Append
LDS49

Marry
LDS43

Assemble
LDS61

Accord
LDS60

Couple
LDS41

Intertwine
LDS42

Congregate
LDS8

Affinity
LDS74

Fate
LDS07

Venture
LDS05

Mutual
LDS84

Likeness
LDS82

Work
LDS73

Fellowship
LDS66

Share
LDS85

Similar
LDS81

Contribution
LDS75

Compose
LDS72

Warmth
LDS67

Global
LDS86

Apt
LDS76

Success
LDS76

Open
LDS71

Collaborate
LDS68

Values
LDS87

Combo
LDS77

Medley
LDS36

Process
LDS88

Amiable
LDS79

Cordial
LDS78

Together
LDS70

Sync
LDS69

Loft standard leather
From a free standing beam to bespoke fixings
Loft, in partnership with its team of designers,
can cater for any public seating requirements.

70cm..

Aubergine

Black

Bliss

Bow

Bracken

Brilliant White

Boardwalk

Bottle Green

Bournville

Burnt Rouge

Cambridge

Chalk White

Charcoal
Grey

China Red

Clam

Cloud Grey

Copper Brown

Crochet

Dark Saddle

Delft Blue

Essential

Everest

Huxley

Iceberg

Iron Grey

Ivory

Jade Green

Kale

Latte

Maroon

Metallic Gold

Metallic Silver

Mink

Ocean

Old English Whilte

Old Gold

Pearl

Pebble

Pistachio

Polar White

Prune

Richmond Rock

Rose

Royal Blue

Ruby

Scarlet

Seal Grey

Snowflake

Sole Brown

Straw

Tan

Town

Visage

Watling

Wine

In addition to our standard range of fabrics and leathers Loft is able to upholster its products in an almost infinite number
of options of Customer’s Own Material.
Provided the fabric specified is suitable for upholstery (subject to approval) we can help you create your own individual,
bespoke versions of Robin Day’s classic designs. Please contact us for further details.

52cm..
(variable width)

www.loft.co

Polo beam
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Phoenix

Loft

Manufactured exclusively by Loft, this beautifully upholstered chair and stool is a great example of British craftsmanship
and is available in a range of subtle and stylish colours to add a contemporary touch. The Skid frame comes with
the option of either Chrome, powder coated or metallic finishes.
With its slimline profile, soft colour palette and delicate frame this chair proves you don’t have to be big to make an
impact.

96cm
73cm

73cm

48cm

51cm

Phoenix stool
www.loft.co

48cm

51cm

Phoenix skid

48cm

51cm

Phoenix 5 star
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Chesterfield
The iconic Chesterfield range is the definition
of luxury. Loft’s traditional yet fashionable
Chesterfields come with the added option of
deep seats and feather topped cushions as
well as the ability to fully customise the details to
make the perfect chair on which to kick off your
shoes, sit back and enjoy pure comfort.
These sofas are hand made in Britain to order
and are available in a wide range of colours,
styles and finishes.
With the additional option of upholstering in
Customer’s Own Material you are unrestricted in
achieving your perfect design.

110cm
79cm

75cm

80cm

75cm

Chesterfield tub
www.loft.co

82cm

90cm

Chesterfield wingback

108cm

Chesterfield armchair
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Cara

Loft

The comfort of a sofa within the
dimensions of a chair – this sums up
Cara. As a part of the Cara family,
the Cara Highline provides a privacy
solution for open areas.
You can be in a lounge space, but
still feel alone and comfortable.
Alternatively a Cara meeting booth,
whether or not incorporating a link
panel, is perfect to conduct meetings
without the distraction of the open
office.

Our Chesterfield sofas are hand made to order in Britain and are available in a range of colours, styles and finishes.

79cm

165 / 190 / 210 / 225cm

Chesterfield sofa
www.loft.co

113/
150/
193cm

79cm

200 / 220 / 240cm

Chesterfield scroll-arm sofa

88cm
83cm

Cara Highline chair

88

170 200cm

Cara Highline sofa

80

100

120

140cm

Cara Highline link panel
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Hendrix

Loft

The Hendrix collection facilitates privacy and comfort in work environments, offering options with either a low back
or a headrest. A rotating four star base supports a cold moulded foam structure and Hendrix can be upholstered
in a wide variety of contract fabrics and leathers.

“Iconic shapes and imagery are the source of
inspiration for this range of products, something
with funk, soul, and style. When I think of music
and cool, the Jacksons, Hendrix and Kravitz
have all at some time sported the classic
microphone hairdo. This has been captured
graphically in posters, album covers, t-shirts,
and created a visual brand. I wanted to apply
themes of this to a 3 dimensional object, the
way in which the fringe meets the face, in a
well-balanced ordered manner. It gave me the
inspiration to design the shapes that link the
products together.“
David Fox, designer

107cm
85cm

85cm

80cm

80cm

Hendrix wireframe
www.loft.co

80cm

80cm

Hendrix wooden leg

85cm

80cm

80cm

Hendrix four star

80cm

80cm

Hendrix highback
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Ice workstation

Alfa 200 workstation

ICE is a contemporary desking system with a simple set of intelligent core components that give maximum
performance for minimal product life cost. A robust structure is provided by horizontal beams and the modular
construction allows for multiple desking configurations.

A simple and elegant construction with a contemporary, minimalist style, Alfa 200 comprises shared beams and
components, with an integrated cable tray to ensure that you get the most out of your office space.

Sophisticated cable management options and versatile accessories make ICE an essential ingredient in any
dynamic working environment.

Loft

The Alfa 200 system is available in single configurations, benching and meeting tables to keep a consistent flow
through the office space.

T30 chair		

T50 chair

The T30 task chair offers consistently high
comfort levels, regardless of the user’s weight,
height, posture or chair settings.

T50 is a chair that will adjust to your size, shape
and weight, helping to prevent musculoskeletal
problems that can arise from a static sitting
position.

It features the latest generation of mesh and
contemporary aesthetics, not only providing
complete comfort, but also delivering refined
beauty and usability in its slim design.

A curved backrest with mesh infill aids airflow to
the back keeping the user cool.
The independent seat pad and backrest respond
to natural body movements and body changes,
and the user is able to adjust settings with easyto-use paddle controls.

www.loft.co
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Flight chair

Platform workstation

Loft

The Flight chair is a very simple and yet very elegantly designed synchro-mechanism for relaxed and active
movement. Combining comfort with functionality it provides an excellent all-round task chair that’s perfect for sit/
stand desking.
The name ‘Flight’ was derived from the two key themes of the chair; ‘Flexible’ & ‘Light’. It’s main features include a
lockable reclining back, gas lift height adjustment, fixed arms, grey mesh back with black fabric seat pad and white
frame. It also features the ‘W.A.T’ (Weight Activated Tilt) system which provides the user with a high level of comfort
due to the flexible backrest which adjusts according to the weight of the user.

Alfa Up II workstation

The robust Platform bench system, designed
by Craig Jones, promotes flexible working and
encourages communication and interaction
between workers.

With the additional benefit of promoting healthier working, the stable construction and clever integration of Alfa Up
makes it an instant classic. Height-adjustment technology guarantees maximum flexibility for the user. Alfa Up is a
viable and healthy option for staff and makes a valuable daily contribution towards stress reduction and ergonomic
work processes.

Platform has a complementary range of screens,
office accessories, monitor arms and CPU
holders.
It has the option of flip-up access to a central
cabling system for both power and data.

T50 Visitor chair
Part of the hugely popular T50 range,
the Visitor chair exudes class and
comfort in equal measure.
With a cantilever base, padded seat,
mesh back and integrated arms the
design features are obvious.
The Visitor chair is perfect for the
boardroom, waiting rooms and
receptions.

www.loft.co
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Acoustic Sound Panels

Loft
Our Acoustic Sound Panel range
provides stylish acoustic solutions
for education, office, commercial,
hospitality, leisure and domestic
applications.
Manufactured using recycled
materials, the panels dramatically
improve sound quality in any
interior which suffers from
reverberation issues.

With different options, designed to be mounted on
walls and ceilings, the panels offer varying levels of
sound absorption and provide sound solutions for a
range of environments.
A variety of colour finishes, plus the options to ‘paint
your own’ colour, mean these panels are versatile,
aesthetically pleasing and can be tailored to suit your
exact requirements.
In addition, the ‘Freestyle’ range of panels, which is
produced to your specification offers total design
freedom for wall coverings or suspended partitions,
baffles and rafts.

Acoustic panels perform
three functions;
• they absorb sound (the
sound is transformed
into heat),
• they diffuse sound (the
sound is “shattered”),
• they attenuate (the
sound is lessened)

www.loft.co

Wave
61cm

Prism

46cm

Tetris

Forest
Cubism
Absorption

Diffusion

Attenuation

Technics

61cm

46cm
8cm

8cm
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Nano

Bespoke

Loft

The Nano collection is playful and stylish
and the comfortably upholstered chair is
perfect for relaxing. The Nano combines
clean lines and decisive minimalist
design.
Available in a range of colours and
a range of bases the Nano chair’s
versatility means it can be used in a
broad range of applications.

Although the Out Of Office Collection has afforded us the ability to satisfy much broader project briefs there are
numerous occasions when our clients need something a little different.
We are proud of our strong and well established relationships with local suppliers and the skill set of our design
team which, when used in combination, mean Loft is able to provide bespoke services to cater for almost any FFE
project.
Whether sourcing single pieces, producing bespoke furniture or taking on a full scale fit out Loft can work to your
specification to ensure your project is successfully completed in line with our quality and value principles.
Please look at the ‘Projects’ page of our website (www.loft.co) for completed project images and get in touch for
further details or for a quotation.

82cm

65cm

82cm

65cm

65cm

63cm

Nano 4 leg
www.loft.co

82cm

63cm

Nano 5 star

63cm

Nano wireframe
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About Loft
Robin Day and Loft first met in 2001 when we collaborated on a City Design Project, Leeds Design Week, in which
Robin kindly signed some Polo chairs as a prize to be auctioned. From that first meeting we got on really well, so well
in fact that Robin agreed that Loft could re-issue several of his iconic furniture designs under the exclusive licence
of The Robin Day Collection.
Loft continued to develop their relationship with Robin from that first meeting, and over the years we have worked
together on new developments including the re-launch of other classic Robin Day pieces, as well as brand new
furniture designs.
Robin continued to work with Loft until ill health prevented him from working at a drawing board any longer. However,
even when he was in his late eighties, Robin was still a truly formidable designer and character who could easily
outpace our younger designers and engineers.
Loft had the privilege of working closely with Robin as our design mentor over the years. We viewed him as though
he was our ‘headmaster’, scolding us wherever we strayed from even the smallest detail of his instruction and
commending us when furniture from The Robin Day Collection was produced entirely to his spec and satisfaction.
Loft have manufactured and sold thousands of Robin’s classic chairs and sofas every year since 2001.
All of the The Robin Day Collection is manufactured and assembled locally in the North of England using British
made and sourced materials. Loft use both traditional and modern manufacturing techniques in order to create
functional and stylish products that are designed to last. Loft also works hard to try and ensure that the materials
used in production can be recycled in the future.
At Loft we are passionate about the products we make and sell. We are honoured to be exclusive suppliers of
iconic furniture created by one of Britain’s most famous designers and work hard to offer our domestic and trade
furniture clients products that are both functional and beautiful.
Robin’s four rules for great furniture design remain core and central to Loft’s product ethos today:
1. functionality of use
2. elegance in form
3. economy of sale price
4. sustainability and responsible material usage.
Borne out of a requirement either to complement our Robin Day Collection or to satisfy projects where clients
were underwhelmed by the alternatives in the market place, we have drawn on the expertise of our design team
and strong links with local British suppliers to bring you our specially curated Out Of Office Collection.
We continue to adhere to Robin’s rules of furniture design when it comes to the furniture in the Out Of Office
Collection so you can rest assured that these pieces are practical, beautiful, well-priced and responsibly
produced.

Address:
Tel:
E-mail:
Web:
www.loft.co

Loft, 3 Bowling Green Terrace
Leeds, LS11 9SP, UK
+44 (0)113 225 1515
info@loft.co
www.loft.co

Loft
Out Of Office

